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Jo all whom, it may concern:
of my invention so that they may roll toe
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of the United States, and a resident of
Brooklyn in the county of Kings and Stv,te
of New York, have invented certain new and
useful Improvements in Bearings, of which
the following is a specification.
The invention resides 1n ball-bearings
compl'ising tvrn facing bearing members inclosing between them two series of balls
adapted to raceways formed between said
members, said members being.of special configuration and the structure flS a whole possessing marked advantages, as hereinafter
explained. I may embody my invention in
ball bearings of the type adapted to sustain
radial loads and also in thrust bearings, in
either event the structure i1s a whole being
one of great durability and efficiency .and
capable of use with the creation of the minimum amount of :friction. \Vhen the ball
bearing members are .concentric, one within
the oti'ier, the outer member will preferably
be formed in two specially constructed sections which
be connected togethel' by an
exterior ring or band whose opposite edges
will lap imvarclly upon the edges of said
outer member. One special feature o:J' my
invention pertains to the durability
the
hea.ring structure, with ease of assembly of
the paTts thereof, and a further important
feature of my invention resides in the fact
that I employ two sets of balls arranged in
staggered order with respect to each other,
each ball in one set normally, when the parts 1
are at rest, contacting with two balls of the
ad:in.cent set and also having two specfo.l
points of contact with the raceways, each
ball in each set thus having when the parts
are in a state of rest four points of contact
but having in the progressive action of the
moYable parts of the bearing when in use,
three points of contact, two being against
the raceways on diagonal lines through the
balis and the other being the contact of the
bulls in one set Hgainst the balls in advance
in the other
In carrying out my invention I so construct the raceways that the contacts of the balls therewith are at special
voints causing the balls toroll toward each
other and in an outwardly direction on converging angles of substantially forty-five degrees from a giYen line extending through
the bearing structure. The special disposition of the two sets of baHs in the bearing
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great importance that thereby the beariJ1g
as a whole becomes of great efficiency and
the relative movements of the parts thereof 60
are with the minimum of friction, wear and
noise.
My invention will be fully understood
from the detailed description hereinafter
presented, reference being had to the accom- 65
pa,nying drawings, in which:
Figure 1 is a side elevation of a bearing
?onstruc~ecl in .accordance with and embodynw the mvent10n;
J.~ig, 2 is a central vertical section through 70
the same, taken on the dotted line 2----2 of
Firr. 1;
Fig. 3 isa side elevation, partly in section,
of a portion of the befl,ring illustrated
wholly in side elevation, in Fig. l;
75
Fig. 4 is a transverse section through a
portion of the bearing, on a larger scale, and
being diagrammatic for. the purpose of more
clearly illustrating the contacts of the. opposite balls ·with each other and with the 80
raceways, and
5 is a central transverse section
through a thrust bearing embodying features of my invention.
.
In the drawings, referring to Figs. 1 to 1± 81) .
inclusive, 10 designates the inner cylindrical
inember of the bearing, 11 the outer l)earing
member concentric. ',vith and encompassing
said inner member and 12 n metal band
closely e
aing
outer member 11 and 90
havin'g e
fl::mges 13 lapping upon the
sides of
same. The inner member 10 contains the usual bore and in
outer peripheral face is formed with the commodious
continuous concavity or annular groove 14 95
whose opposite side portions serve as bearings or seats for the balls of the respective
sets which I number 15, rn. ·The balls 15, 1G
do not betl.r against the bottom of the groom
14, but against the curved inclined outer 100
facing portions of the walls. defining said
groo1;e. · The bearing member 10 is pref~rably .in, one integral piece and of ring
form, as shown.
The outer bearing member 11 is shown as 10&
:formed of two matching sections 17, 18
which together form the member. The sec.
tion 17 is greater in width than the section
18 and it is formed
the vertical center of
the bearing structure ;:vith an annulur in- 110
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wardly projecting rib 19 having curved side wholly absent from the beaying of my inven
portions which. afford bearing-seats for the ti on. The cone ave recess· to which Lhaye
balls 15. 16. The section 18 of the outer referred above is a known expedient in this
bearing member l1 is of ring formation and art for facilitating the introduction of the
i when applied to the section 17 completes balls of a ball-bearing between the two main 70
the. outer bearing member. The sections 17, members of the bearing. I have a,lso found
18 are held in rigid .relation to each other, that I may omit said concave recess and inside by side, by means of the extern11l band troduce the balls 16 when the section 17 has
12 hereinbefore referred to 1 one edge por- been expanded by immersion in hot oil. The
10 ti on of which is after the section 18 has been two sets of balls 15, 16 will be arranged in 75
one set will
applied to.position: pressed inwardly against staggered order and each ball
the outer side of said section, thereby form- engage two balls of the opposing set.
The special formation of the bearingmeming a flange 13 which locks the section 18 in
position rmcl cooperates with the opposing bers 10, 11 is important in carrying out the
15 flange 13 to effectually bind the sef:tions 17, purposes of my invention.
is important 80
18 in rigid relation to each other. The outer in one form of the invention that the onter
bearing member 11 is slightly less in width bearing member 11 be composed of the secthan the inner bearing member 10, but when tions 17, 18, with the section 18 very rirnch
the band 12 has been applied to the bearmg less in width tlumthe section 17 so thatboth
20 member 11, the thickness of its flanges 13 sets of balls may bearagainst the section l'i 85
gives to the peripheral portion of the struc- and also so that the parts may be readily asture the same width as that of the inner sembled and the balls prevented thereafter
bearing member 10.
'
from escaping from between the bearing
The peripheral edge portions 20 of tho i.n- members, A very essential advantage de25 ner bearing member 10 are spaced :from the rived frvm the special formation of the fac- 90
facing inner portions of the outer bearing ing portions of the bearing members 10, ·11
member 11 and flanges 13 by spaces which· is that each ball of one set has a contact
are less in width than the diameter of the point at 21 ·with the bearing member 10 and
balls 15, 16, and hence during the employ- at 22 with the bearing member 1l and that
30. ment of the bearing said balls cannot escape each bail of the other set has a similar con- 95
tact point at 23 with the bearing member
froni between the bearing members.
In assembling the parts of the bearing the 10 and at 24 with the member 11, these conset of balls 15 may be placed J.n the annular tact points being.diagonally opposite to each
groove J 4 and the section 1 i of the outer other and on a line standing Jtt tibout forty35 bearing member, with the. band 12 thereon five degrees to the horizontal.. The special 101
and flanged at one edge :;igainst the same, in- forma.tion and arrangement of the parts of
serted frorn the i'ight; looking at Figs. 2 and the bearing also creates a further bearing
4, over said balls 15 and thereupon the balls point, indicated at the dot 25, of each ball
16 may be .inserted in place, and after this in one set against the ball in advance of it in
40 has been done the ~earing section 18 will be the adjoining set. During the use of the !Oi
applied to position ancl the right hand edge bearing each ball has three progressive
portion of the band 12 turned inwardly· points of contact, one being against the
against the same and to constitute the right ing member 10, another '.tgainst the bearing
hand flange 13, as the same appears in Figs. member
and the tlurd ~it the dot 25
45 2 and 4. I do not confine my invention to against the ball in advance of it. It is one 111
any specin1:method of assembly of the parts of the piJrposes of my invention
employ
of the bearing, since such assembly may be plural sets of balls so housed oi' confined that
accomplished in sev.eral ways. A convenient each ball of each set may during the use. of
method of introducing the balls 16 to posi- the bearing have the three points of contact
50 tion is by forming !'. small concave recess, I have just referred to, and the result of this 11
not shown, in the inner right hand corner ·arrangement is that the b~tlls do not roll on
edge, looking at Figs. 2 and 4 of the section a horizontal axis,· but have a spedal rolling
1'7,
facilitate the forcing in of the balls, motion outwardly and toward each other in
one. at a time, over the adjacent peripheral the manner I ha1re attempted to indicate by
55 portion 20 of the ring member 10 and into arrows in Fig. 4 and r.pproximvfoly on the 12
the groove 14 of said member. I introduce converging angular lines indicated in Fig. '1.
the same number of balls 16 as there are The peculiar rolling action of tho balls atballs 15, and the balls 16 are entered partly tained by me results in the creation of the
between and engage the balls 15 and separate minimum amount of friction betwee11 the
60 said balls 15 as far as may be necessary from moving surfaces and in a smoothness
ac- 12
each other, and the balls 15 enter partly be- tion which greatly increases the desin1bility,
tween and engage the balls 16 and separa~e efficiency and lasting qualities of the bearing.
In the modification shown in Fig. 5, ·
said balls 16 as far as may be necessary from
each other, the usual separator plates or the which illustrates a; thrust bearing, 30, 31
60 . like for the balls of· a ball bearing being designate the two bearing members and 32 18

to
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3.

inrlicatcs an exterior metal baud by which jacent set, and said sets
balls being side
said members are properly secured together. by side either on parallel eircles or on conmembers 80, 31 have a plain bore, as centric circles, as shown.
shown, and the member 30 is formed with an
I do not limit my invention to all of the
5 anuuhtr groove 33 corresponding with the defails of form. constrn'ction and· arrange- 70
groove H of the member 10 shown in Fig. ment shown, sin'ce I am aware that changes
2. The member 31 is formed "With an an- ma.y be made in the details weU within the
nular rib i34 which projects outwardly in a scope mid spirit of my invention as claimed.
direction tow~1rd said groove 33 and is cen- I illustrate two forms of the imr0ntion, but
10 tral thernof, and s11ic1
corresponds '.vith obviously other :forms will suggest them- 75
the rib 19 shown in Fig. 4. The opposite side selves i11
of vdiat
been· explained
wnlls of the groove 33 afford bearing points hereinbefore.
Vvlrnt I claim as mv invention and desire
36 for the respective sets of balls 37,
38, and the bearing member 31 at opposite to secme by Letters Patent, is :
15 sides of the rib 34 afford bearing or contact
1. A bearing of the character described 80
points 39, 40 for said balls 37, 38, respec- comprising two bearing member:s having
tively, as will be readily understood from an facing sur:foces affording raceways, and two
inspection of Fig. 5 in view of the explana- sets of balls engaging said raceways and
tions that have already been made with being parallel with each other and in stag20 regard to the construction shown in Figs. 1 to ger0d order with the balls of one set entered 85
4 inclusive. The two sets of balls 37, 38 are imrtly between and engaging the balls of
arranged one within the line of the other the 11djacent set, the racmvays of one of said
nnd ftre in staggered order, one ball of one set members being diagonally, disposed ·with rebeing entered partly between .two adjacent spect to the raceways of the other member
·2 5 .balls of the other set, and durmg the use· of whereby said balls, while normally having 90
the structure each hall in one set has a con- four points of contact, during the progrestact with the ball in advance of it in the sive action of the movable parts of the
other set in the same manner that I have bearing tH'e given three points of contact,
explained with respect to the contact point two for each ball being against its race30 25 indicated in Fig. 4. In Fig. 5 therefore ways on a diagonal line through the ball 95
the balls hrrve the three point contact ar- and one being the contact of the balls in
set against the balls in advance in the
rangement shown in Figs. 1 to 4 inclusive,
and whereby said balls of each set
except that in the case of a thrust-bearing other
said balls instead of being arranged side in the operation o.f the. bearing and when
35 by side h?rizonta~ly as in Fig. 2, ."'il~ be ar- th<1 driven main member thereof is turning 100
or c0lmte1·-clockwise are caused
rnnged side by side on concentric .hues or
so that one set is within the outline of · to roll towa1·d and aga.inst the balls in the
the other, as shmvn in Fig. 5. In the case otlrn1· set and in an outwardly direction on
·
of the thrust-bearing one member of the angular lines.
40 bearing must hare rotary motion, and hence
~. i1. bearing
the character described 105
in tlie ermstruction shown in Fig. 5 I secure comp;·ising two bearing members having
the liancl 32 rigidly to one member and allow facing surfaces affording raceways, two sets
'the other member to rotate of halls engaging said rnceways and arfreedom
ther0in. In the construction presented I
in staggered order with the balls of
45
to secure the ba:nd 3.2 rigidly to the one
entered partly between and engaging 11 o
member 30, since the member 30 . is wider the balls of the adjacent set, and means conthan the member 31 and less friction is cre- fining sa.icl hearing members, one of said
ated when the member 81 is made the rotary members having in its ':face an annubr
member, it presenting a smaller surface to groove affording at its opposite side walls
50 the band 32 than the member 30 ·would if two of said i'aeewn,ys and the other of said 115
said brrnd were rigidly fastened to the mem- · members lrnving centrally of said groove and
ber Bl and the member 30 1vere perm.itted to proj octing toward the same an annular rib
rotn,te. The rn.ethod of arranging the band affording
the sides thereof the other two
;32 is however n. detail which may well be raceways, whereby the raceways of one of
55
to the will or desire of the manufac- sairl irnmibers become diagonally disposed 120
turer.
with respect to the raceways of the other
The method of employing the bearings member and whereby said balls, while norc
d10wn in Figs. 1 to 5, respectively, will be mally having four points of contact, during
understood without further detailed explan- the progressive action of the movable parts
60
In each construction the tb·ie point
the bearing. a,re given three points oi 125
contact :feature is attained and
each in- conbi.ct, two being against the raceways on
are two sets of balls arranged diagonal lines through the balls and the
in staggered oI·der with the individual balls other
the confact of the balls in one
of one set
paitly between and held
n"'""'·''"' the. balls in advrrnce in the other
65 in close engagement with tw·o balls of the adand whereby said balls of each set iri HlO
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the operation of the bearing and when the the contnct of the balls in on.e set aQ."ainst the
driven main member thereof is tm;ning :for- balls in advance in the other set, artc1 wherewardly or counter-clockwise are caused to by saicl balls of each set in the operation of
roll tow[trc1 and against the balls in the other the bearing and when the .driven main men1~
5. set and in .an. outwardly direction on angu- ber tlu1reof)s turning forwardly or counter- 70
lar lines. '
. clockwise ar.e cuused to roll toward and
3. A bearing of the character described against the balls. in the other set and in an
compri:sing two concentric bearing members outwardly direction on angular lines.
5. A bearing of the character described
having facing surfaces affording raceways 1
10 and two. sets of balls engaging said race- comprising hvo coriceritric bearing mem- 75
ways and arranged in staggered order with bers having facing surfaces affording racethe balls of one set entered partly between ways, ancl two sets of balls: engaging said
and engaging the ba1ls of the adjacent set. raceways and arranged in staggered order
one of said members having in its :face au with the balls of one set· enterecl partly be15 annular groove affording ut its .opposite tween and engaging the balls of the adj a- so
side walls two of said raceways and. the cent set, the inner of said members having
other of said members having centrally of
its face. an ammlar groove affording at its
said groove and projecting toward the same opposite side walls two of said raceways
an annular rib affording at the sides thereof and the outer- of sa:id members having cen20 the. other two raceways, ·whereby the race- trally o:f said groove and projecting to1:vard 81>
ways of one of said members become diagoc the same an annular rib idfording at the
I.lally disposed with. r.espeet to the. raceways sides thereof the other two raceways, whereof the other member, and whereby said balls · by the .rn.ceways of one of said members bewhile normally having four points of con~ come diagonally dis1)osed with respect to
21> tact, during the progressive action o:E the the r11ceways ·.of the other inember, and 90
movable parts of the bearing are given whereby said balls, 1vhile normally having
three points of contact, two being against four points of contact, during the progresthe raceways on cliag<'.nal lines through the sive action or the movable parts of the be.ax·balls and the other bemg the conta.ct .of th~ ing are given three points of contact, two
30 bP.lls and the other berng the. contact of being against the raceways.· on diagonal· 9 5
the balls in one set against the balls. in lines through the. balls and the other being
advance in the other set, and whereby said the contact of the balls in one set against
balls of each set in .the operation of the the bn,lls .in a,dvance in the. other set, and
bearin~ ~nd wh~n the driven main member · whereby; said balls of each set in the opern85 thereo~ is turmng forwardly or cotmter- tion of the bearing. and when· the driven l(JO
clockwise are caused to roll toward and main member thereof is ttwning forwardly
against the balls in the other set and in an or countercclockwise ~ire caused to roll to,
outwardly direction on angular lines~
ward and against the balls in the other set
4. A bearing of the character described and in an ontwarcliy direction on· angular
40 comprising two concentric bearing n1embers lines.
·
105
having facing surfaces affording racmvays,
6. A bearing of the character described
one of said members. being in two matching comprising two concentric bearing memcircular sections, a b~rnd engaging the ex- hers having facing surfaces affording raceposed surface of said sections and flanged ways, and two sets of balls engaging said
45 against the sides thereof for binding said raceways and arranged in staggered order no
sections together, and two sets of balls en. with the balls of one set entered partlv begaging said raceways and arranged in stag-. tween and engaging the balls of the a.clj a.
gered order with the .balls of one set entered cent· set, the inner of said members having
partly between and engaging' the balls of in its face an annular. groove affording at
50 the adjacent set, one of said members hav- its opposite side walls two ()f said raceways, 115
ing in its face an annular groove
and the outer of said members having cenat its opposite side walls two of said nice- trally of said gToove and projecting toward
ways and the other of said members having the same an a,nnubr rib affording at the
centrnlly of said groove and projecting sides thereof the other two raceways, where55 toward.the same an annulr.i· rib affording by the raceways of .oneofsaid members be- 120
at.the sides thereof the other two raceways~ come diagonally dispos2d with respect to
whereby the raceways of one of said mem- the mceways of the •. other member, and
bers become diagonally disposed with re- whereby. said balls, while normally having
spect to the raceways of the other member, four points of contact, during the progres60 and whereby said balls, while normally luiv- sive action· of the movable parts of the. bear- 125
ing four points of contact; during the prn- ing are given three points of contact, two
gressive action of the movable parts of the being against the raceways. on diagonal
bearing are giveri three points of contn.ct) Jines through the balls and the other being
hvo being against the raceways on diagonal ~he contact of the balls in one .set against
65 lines through the balls ancl the .other being the balls in advance in the other set~ and 130
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said outer member being formed of two
matching circular sections, one of which is
wider than the other and affords said rib
with the raceways at the sides thereof.
5
7. A bearing of the character described
comprisiilg two concentric bearing members having facing surfaces affording raceways, and two sets of balls engaging said
raceways and arranged in staggered order
10 with the balls of one set entered partly between and engaging the balls of the adjacent set, the inner of said members having
in its face an annular groove affording at
its opposite side walls two of said raceways,
15 and the oltter of said members having centrally of said groove and projecting toward
the scnne an annular rib affording at the
sides thereof the other two raceways, whereby the raceways of one of said members be20 come diagonally disposed with respect to
the racevvays of the other member, and
whereby said balls, while normally having
four points of coi1tact, during the progressive action of the movable parts of the bear25 ii1g are given three points of contact, two
being against the race·ways on diagonal
lines through the balls and the other being
the contact of the balls in one set against
the balls in advance in the other set, and
30 said outer member being formed of two
matching circular sections, one of which is
wider than the other and affords said rib
·with the raceways at the sides thereof, combined with an encompassing band on said
35 outer bearing member having its edges
flanged over upon the sides of said member
for binding the sections thereof together,
the spaces at the sides of the bearing bet1veen said inner and outer bearing mem40 hers being less than the diameter of said
balls.
8. A bearing of the character described
comprising two bearing members having
facing surfaces each affording two race45 ·ways, and two sets of balls engaging said
raceways and being parallel with each other
and in staggered order with the balls of
. one set entered partly between and engaging the balls of tlie adjacent set, the race50 ways of one of said members being more
widely separated from each other tbm the
raceways of the other member, whereby the
balls are caused to engage the raceways on

diagonal lines convergingly extending from
the more widely separated raceways to the
more ciosely arranged raceways, and whereby also said balls, while normally having
ioul' points of contact, during the progressive action of the movable parts of the bearing are given three points of contact, two
for each ball being against its offset raceways and one being the contact of the balls
in one set against the balls in advance in
the. other set, and whereby said balls of
each set in the operation of the bearing and
when the driven main member thereof is
turning forwardly or counter-clockwise are
caused to roll toward and against the balls
in the other set and in an outwardly direction on angular lines.
9.
bearing of the character described
comprising two concentric bearing members
having facing. surfaces each affording two
raceways, and two sets of balls engaging
said raceways and being parallel with each
other and in staggered order with the balls
of one set entered partly between and engaging the balls of the adjacent set, the
raceways on the inner member being more
widely separated from each other than the
raceways on the outer member, whereby
the balls are caused to engage the raceways
on diagonal lines convergingly extending
from the more widely separated raceways to
the more closely. arra,ngecl ril:ceways, and
whereby also said balls, while normally
having :four points of contact, during the
progressive action of the movable parts of
the bearing are given three points of contact, two for each ball being against its
offset raceways and one being the contact
of the balls in one set against the balls in
advance in the other set, aud whereby said
balls of each set in the operation of the
bearing and when the driven main member
thereof is turning forwardly or counterclockwise are caused to roli toward and
against the balls in the other set and in an
outwardly direction on angular lines.
Signed at New York city, in the county
of New York and State of New York, this
8th day of May, A. D. 1916.

LOUIS GOLLY.
Witnesses:
AR1.'HUR MARION,
CHAS.
GILL.
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